Primary Ebooks Now
The best value in ebooks, made simple.

It’s never been easier or more affordable to bring ebooks to your primary school and support reading and literacy goals. For a low annual fee of £975—less than £1 per title—your pupils and educators will have anytime access to a curated shared collection of 1,500 ebooks and audiobooks tailored to the primary level.

Offered by OverDrive, the leading platform for digital content delivered to 40,000 schools and libraries worldwide.

FEATURED TITLES

OVERDRIVE OFFERS TITLES FROM AUTHORS INCLUDING:

- Michael Morpurgo
- Jacqueline Wilson
- Malorie Blackman
- Philip Pullman
- Lauren Child
- Derek Landy
- Katherine Rundell
- David Solomons
- Sarah Crossan
- Ross Welford
- Abi Elphinstone
- Rob Lloyd Jones
- Geraldine McCaughrean
- Oliver Jeffers
- Emily MacKenzie
- Roald Dahl

(see reverse)
Primary Ebooks NOW provides:

- Titles chosen by educational content experts based on exclusive data into the most popular reads among primary pupils. Focus on UK authors and curriculum support
- 200 classic titles to meet your classroom set and required reading needs
- Reading experience designed specifically with pupils and teachers in mind providing a simple, one-tap borrowing process and access any time, any where.
- Collection monitored and updated weekly
- Sora is available for free from the Google Play or Apple App stores and is also available directly in-browser at https://soraapp.com. The experience is seamless across all devices and operating systems.
- Safe, secure authentication
- Reports to help track usage and maximize your return on investment
- On-demand training

Engage your primary pupils in storytelling with an exciting digital collection offering rich, varied writing styles, beloved titles and popular authors.
Secondary Ebooks Now
The best value in ebooks, made simple.

It’s never been easier or more affordable to bring ebooks to your secondary school and support reading and literacy goals. For a low annual fee of £1,250 – less than £1 per title – your pupils and educators will have anytime access to a curated shared collection of over 1,500 ebooks tailored to the secondary level.

Offered by OverDrive, the leading platform for digital content delivered to 40,000 schools and libraries worldwide.

FEATURED TITLES

OVERDRIVE OFFERS TITLES FROM AUTHORS INCLUDING:

- Michael Morpurgo
- Jacqueline Wilson
- Malorie Blackman
- Philip Pullman

- Lauren Child
- Derek Landy
- Katherine Rundell
- David Solomons

- Sarah Crossan
- Ross Welford
- Abi Elphinstone
- Rob Lloyd Jones

- Geraldine McCaughrean
- Oliver Jeffers
- Emily MacKenzie
- Roald Dahl

(see reverse)
Secondary Ebooks NOW provides:

- Titles chosen by educational content experts based on exclusive data into the most popular reads among secondary pupils. Focus on UK authors and curriculum support.
- GCSE and A level set texts, study guides, sports and leisure interest titles and books about being a teen.
- Reading experience designed specifically with pupils and teachers in mind providing a simple, one-tap borrowing process and access any time, any where.

Sora is available for free from the Google Play or Apple App stores and is also available directly in-browser at https://soraapp.com. The experience is seamless across all devices and operating systems.

- Safe, secure authentication
- Reports to help track usage and maximize your return on investment
- On-demand training

Immerse your pupils in the power of reading with premium digital titles handpicked to enrich development and nurture their unique interests.